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Why DEED?

The Kosovar diaspora has played a vital role 
throughout the recent history of Kosovo and remains 
one of the greatest potentials for development for 
Kosovo. Besides the 15-20% of GDP that comes from 
financial transfers from the diaspora, Kosovars 
living abroad have a wealth of skills and knowledge 
that can help kosovo overcome many of the persis-
tent challenges faced. 

The DEED project is an innovative initiative for 
enabling the Kosovo diaspora to take an active and 
effective role as development agents in their commu-
nities of origin
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What are the project’s goals?

Strengthened capacities of Kosovo authorities to 
implement the national strategy for diaspora 
2013-2018.
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Relevant stakeholders have increased capacities 
to facilitate migrants’ investments in Kosovo2

Strengthened capacities of remittance recipients, 
and diaspora business networks to increase the 
positive impact of migration on the socio-
economic environment of Kosovo.
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www.deed-ks.org

Kosovo Authorities:
Assisting the Ministry of Diaspora and other key 
institutions, at the central and local level, in 
identifying and addressing the needs of migrants 
and diaspora to facilitate their contribution to 
the economic development of Kosovo.
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Potential diaspora investors:
Building confidence among diaspora investors to  
feel comfortable with the investment environ-
ment in Kosovo, including physical infrastructre, 
legal regime, and risk profile.
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Who we work with:

Kosovo residents:
Providing financial support to remittance receiv-
ing households, especially those headed by 
women, to encourage the use of remittances for 
entrepreneurial activities, as well as helping local 
producers to access export markets in diaspora.
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When?

April 2012 - June 2016

Where?
Kosovo-wide and primary destination 
countries for Kosovar migrants


